Cellotape Wins ‘03 SGIA Environmental Achievement Award

Fremont, Calif. – March 12, 2003 – For the second year in a row, the Screenprinting & Graphic Imaging Association has chosen to highlight our development and ongoing maintenance of an Environmental Management System (EMS) with their 2003 Environmental Recognition Award. SGIA presents this award to designate a company’s leadership role in environmental management. Cellotape has eliminated tens of thousands of pounds of hazardous waste each year, highlighting its strong commitment to environmental protection. SGIA states that “Other companies in our industry would be wise to emulate Cellotape’s excellent work. They present a model for all screen printing and graphic imaging firms interested in strong environmental performance.”

Cellotape has been a business partner to Silicon Valley companies for over 50 years, focusing on being the best, most trusted source of innovative labels, overlay panels, nameplates, and components to customers in the Electronics and Medical industries. Market leaders across the global economy count on Cellotape for award-winning quality and cutting-edge capabilities. For more information, see us on the web at
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